
COVER LETTER TO HR DEPARTMENT WHO TO ADDRESS TO

Use our tips on how to start your cover letter with a proper greeting and sign off salutation, such as Dear Hiring
Manager, Dear Recruiting Manager or Dear.

Review the job posting and include examples of your attributes that closely match the ones they are looking
for. Include a closing , then list your name and your email signature. Body of Email Cover Letter The body of
your cover letter lets the employer know what position you are applying for, and why the employer should
select you for an interview. For potential employers, use Mr. But a cover letter alone won't do it; you also need
a resume that clearly demonstrates what you're skilled at and how you can make their company awesome. So
how else can you distinguish your communications? And be sure to put a comma after your closing. If you are
unsure of the reader's gender, simply state their full name and avoid the personal title i. Instead, write a clear
subject indicating your intentions. Make it easy for them to scan your email and follow up by including a clear
subject line and a signature with your contact information. A cover letter is a form of business letter; therefore,
use a colon after the salutation. Then finish your cover letter by thanking the employer for considering you for
the position. In my most recent role at ABC Corp. The content of the letter should provide two or three
examples of your professional accomplishments that pertain to the position, listing your most notable
achievements first. No need for the extra space that used to go on letters for the signature. Cover letter closings
End your message with a formal closing, such as Sincerely, Regards or Best regards. For example: Dear
Hiring Manager, First paragraph of letter. Review an Example This is a cover letter salutation example.
Salutation Format The salutation follows the employer contact information in the cover letter header. Leave
one blank line after the salutation. Chances are their profile picture will clarify their gender. Although this
contact information is on your resume and your email address is on your email , including it with your cover
message makes life easier for the recipient. Townville, New Hampshire Dear Mr. Helen Cunningham and
Brenda Greene, Monster contributors Write your cover letter opening and closing with these tips. A common
error in business communications is the omission of that comma. While it is increasingly common to see
greetings without the "Dear" in business, it is less formal. Otherwise, limit the body of the letter to three or
four paragraphs. Download the salutation cover letter template compatible with Google Docs and Word
Online or see below for more examples. For example, if you're checking in with a close friend to find out if
they've heard of a job opening at their company. Please contact me if you have questions or would like to
schedule an interview. If you are unsure of the appropriate greeting, play it safe and use Mr. What if you
cannot track down a contact name for your cover email? Tailor any information you provide to match the
needs of the company to which you are applying. You can also contact the company directly and request the
name of the human resources person conducting the interviews for that particular position. Related Articles.
Appropriate openings and closings that convey professionalism and polish. Following the Salutation Once you
get past the salutation to writing the cover letter, briefly summarize your work experience and career
accomplishments. If your closing contains more than one word, capitalize only the first word, as in Best
regards or Sincerely yours. Yang and not Dear Mr.


